hand" too close to the blast and invite the use of excessive force.
The excavation tools that were developed during the
programme meet the above requirements but are not presented as
the "answer." T here is no doubt that they could be improved upon
ergo nomically, and I challenge design engineers ro do that now.
There is a "downside" for purchasers. I do not bel ieve that
it is possible ro design tools with blast-resistant characteri stics
that are also very hard wearing. If you use the tools shown
here, you will have to budget to replace the blades regularly.
T he materials I used were E304 stainless steel, Medium/
High Oensiry polyethylene (MOP) and mild steel. These are
all very inexpensive and widely available. Mild steel parts were
galvanised or chromed to inhibit rust.

The Pick-Prod

• The Pick-prod
after blast tests.

Made from a "T'' section of mild steel, the Pickp rod blade is 3 l cm long. It can be used to pick at the
ground with considerable force without the blade bending. In softer ground, a twisting movem ent breaks up
the ground more efficiently than a bayonet. T he blade extends
through the handle.
Ground broken up with this roo] should be removed using
the Excavator or Mini-spade. The Pick-prod weighs around 0.5kg
(1.21bs). In tests pressed against PPM -2, MAI-75 and PMD-6
min es, the blades d istorted as intended.
T he Pick-prod complies wirh the design rules in the
following ways:
l.The user's hand is at least 3lcm from the point of tool.
2.The materials distorted in AP blast mine tests.
3. The roo] did not separate in AP blast mine tests.
4. The tool is easiest to use at a low angle to the ground by a
kneeling or squatting deminer.

The MIT Profile Needle-Probe
T his tool is based on the com mon demining
probe or "prodder." Wi th a 40c m long blade, the
shaft is 8m m stai nless steel that extends through the
handle and has been reduced to 5.5mm in one plane.
The roo! blade is almost oval in cross-section, but
actually has flat sides as shown o n the right.
T he mol is designed to be used with a forward
thrust by o ne hand. T he forward movement is fo llowed by a rotating acrion to reduce friction, then a
further forward thrust to move deeper inro the
ground. The "oval" concept was published by a dem ining research group led by David Levy at MIT.
The complete roo) weighs around 0.4kg (12oz). In blast
rests, pressed against against PPM-2, MAI-75 and PMD-6 mines,
the probes distorted as intended. The basic design has also performed well in more than a dozen actual demining accidents.
The MIT Profile Needl e-Probe complies with rhe design
rules in the following ways:
1. The user's hand is at least 40cm from the point of roo!.
2. The materials distorted in AP blast min e tesrs.
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3. The roo! did nor separate in AP blast
m in e tests.
4. The tool is easiest to use at a low angle
ro the ground by a kneeling or squarring
deminer. T he length of the tool obliges a
kneeling/squatting dem in er ro work with
their hand at a low angle w the ground .

The "Excavator"

Needle-Probe after
blast tests

fo llowing ways:
1. T he user's hand is 37cm from the point of tool.
2. The materials d istorted in AP blast mine tests.
3. T he roo! did not separate in the AP blast m ine
tests.
4. The unco nven rional shape of the roo! obliges
a kneeling/squatting deminer to work with their
hand ar a low angle ro the ground.

The Demining Brush

~

Designed as an alternative to the pick-axe or hoe commonly
used in demining, this unconvenThere is no evidence that any
~
accident has occurred while using the paint brushes common ly
tional tool is used with a forward
seen in demi ning roo! sets. They are used ro brush away the
thrust, followed by a sideways
final soil stickj ng ro the side of a mine or suspicious object.
sweep to remove the loosened
However, paint brushes are not designed for this purpose. T hey
spoil. T he sideways sweep puts
strain on the user's wrist. To avoid
are far roo short for safety, and rhe bristles are usually roo soft
this, the tool is extended so that a
to perform their function well.
sideways movement is supported
The Demin ing Brush uses a 40cm section of malleable
against the fore arm. Starting well back from the centre of the
stainless steel pipe wi th bristl es set into it ar both ends. A simple
detector reading, the user digs a downward slope towards the
reversible tool, the Demining Brush has stiff "yard-broom"
reading. If a mine is present (and horizontal), the side of the
bristles at one end and softer hand-brush bristles at the other.
ln blast rests, the bristles of the brush were placed o n top of a
mine will be exposed.
The Excavator folds in half for easy transportation and weighs
mine. The bristles were burnt off.
0.9kg (2lb). In blast rests, rhe blade was distorted as intended and
The Demining Brush co mp lies with rhe design rules in
the metal structure, welds and fixings survived without visible damthe following ways:
age. T he handguard needed robe revised (the one in the middle of
I. The user's hand can be at least 30cm &om the point of tool.
rhe posr-blast rest picture is the final version).
2. The materials burnt or distorted in AP blast mine tests.
The "Excavaror" complies with the design rules in rhe
3. The tool did nor separate in AP blast mine tests.
following ways:
r-- -...,.--...,.,...,,.,.., 4. The tool's length makes it easiest to use at
I. T he user's hand is 35cm from the point of roo!.
<~~~a9 a low angle ro the ground by a kneeling or
2. The materials used distorted in AP blast mine rests.
squatting deminer.
.,..,.,_,,..--......,.......,..,.-.;:,...
3. The tool did nor separate in AP blast mine
While the roo! performed as designed,
it would be possible to add a central disk as a
rests.
4. The roo! is easiest ro use at a low angle to
hand-guard (providing protection to whichever
rhe ground by a kneeling or squattin g
end was held).
deminer. It is virtually impossible for a dem iner
'-------~.
in that position to use it to dig vertically.
The Demining Trowel

The Mini-Spade

after blast tests

The Mini-spade is a small excavation roo!
designed to remove spo il loosened with the
Pick-prod or the MIT profile probe, or to dig _ _ _
entire excavations in san d. It is designed so
that it cannot be used vertically and is ineffective on hard soils that have not first been prodded. The shaft extends through the handle.
The tool is designed to flex when excess force is applied,
making it difficult to use for excavation of spoil that has not
already been loosened-a process that would involve the risk
of digging beneath a mine and detonating it with upward pressure.
The complete roo! weighs around 0.7Kg (1.5 lbs). After blast
rests with the blade beneath PPM-2 and PMD-6 mines, the
roo l had distorted as designed.
The Mini -spade compl ies with the design rules in the
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During the programme, rhe
team was asked to develop a means
of picking up mines rhar had been
deposited on rhe grou nd surface by a machine. The mines were
to be moved to demo lition pits for destruction. The Minegrab was the result.
The Mine-grab is a two-handed tool with the weight supported
by the fore arm. The left hand holds the steadying handle; the
right hand rests in the support and pulls the trigger ro grip the
mine. The grabb ing head is angled so rhar the mine can be
app roached fro m the side while the user stands upright.
It turns over, positions and picks up mines with relative
ease and keeps them over a meter away from the man doing so.
Assuming he has frontal protection and a visor, he should survive
an AP blast detonation without serious injury. I recommend
long rubber knee-pads to extend a fron tal apron to the ground
when workjng while standing.
In tests, we detonated a mine in the jaws ofthe grab. The polycarbonate jaws burnt up, but th e shaft and the handle were unmarked.

The Oemining Trowel is a variant on the
gardening trowel that often features in a
deminer's roo]kjr. It is used to remove loose•lllil...,.:if6:\1!1
spoil and to excavate in soft ground. The shaft
of the roo! extends th rough the handle and
keeps the user's hand at least 30cm (12in) from the tip of rhe tool.
The demining trowel is in widespread use bur has nor been blast
tested.
The Oemining Trowel complies with the design rules in
the follow ing ways:
I. The user's hand can be ar least 30cm from the point of roo!.
2. The tool is made using the same materials and methods as
those rhat were blast tested, so it is expected ro sray in o ne
piece during AP blast mine detonations.
3. T he tool's length makes it easiest. to use at a low angle to the
ground by a kneeling or squattin g deminer. T he complete tool
weighs around 0.6kg ( 16oz).

•

The Complete Tool Bag
To make the tools more attractive
the manufacturer to advertise and
sell, we designed a bag and filled it with
everyth ing that a demi ner might need.
The bag itself is made from waterproof
canvas reinforced wi th polycarbonate. The lining has pockets
for all the tools, held in place with Velcro straps. The bag ca n
be used as a "suitcase" or a backpack. Several demining groups
are now usi ng rhe excavation tools. •
to
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